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THE MOLESKINE® STORY
The heir of the legendary notebook

THE ORIGINAL
The classic black notebook with ivory coloured
pages and rounded corners is an object imbued
with history and creativity. Beginning in France
and used by cultural icons like Vincent van Gogh,
Pablo Picasso, Ernest Hemingway and Bruce
Chatwin, the Moleskine Notebook has upheld
and continued this legacy.

LEGENDARY BEGINNINGS
The notebook that Bruce Chatwin called
“moleskine” became increasingly scarce in
the 1980s before disappearing from production
completely. In 1997, a small Italian publisher
brought the legendary notebook back to life,
and with it an extraordinary tradition of
creativity and self-expression.

PAPER EVOLVES
Today, the original Moleskine Notebook is part
of a family of versatile tools, for ordinary and
extraordinary journeys, to foster creativity and
improve productivity. We offer objects such as
bags, accessories, writing instruments, booklights
and digital device covers. Our Moleskine Plus
Collection bridges the gap between analog and
digital processes. While our Moleskine Books
Collection is an essential resource for today's
creative professionals: inspiring books featuring
leading figures from the worlds of architecture,
design, graphic design and fashion.
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AN ORIGINAL BRAND
A cultural icon

The international strength of the Moleskine brand comes
from our continued connection to art, culture and the global creative community. It is an inclusive and premium
journey brand that enables everyday life on the move.
The brand values are founded on these five pillars:
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CULTURE

MEMORY

Moleskine is a cultural icon, a brand that tells
a story. A Moleskine object connects the owner
to a heritage in art, literature, cultural and
geographical exploration.

Moleskine is a brand connected to the
collection of memories, the organization
of time and priorities in our working life
and in leisure time.

TRAVEL

IMAGINATION

Celebrating contemporary nomadism, Moleskine
offers a collection of tools to accompany you on
your ordinary and extraordinary journeys.

Moleskine collections are open platforms for
creativity, trusty companions for meaningful
existential experiences.

PERSONAL IDENTITY
A Moleskine object becomes an integral
part of one’s personality. It is a basic,
compact and intelligent accessory.
Symbolic and practical design elements
are combined, releasing energy and
emotions collected over time.
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CUSTOM EDITIONS

Every company has a story let us tell yours

SELLING THROUGH STORYTELLING

WHY CHOOSE MOLESKINE?

It is always the right occasion to create
a Moleskine Custom Edition, whether you
would like to resell a customized unique
object, orga-nizing a training event for your
employees, gifting your clients, partners or
associates, communicating the launch of
a new product or looking for ways to
strengthen the identity of your brand.

Moleskine is an iconic global brand
with a rich cultural and artistic heritage
that is synonymous with classic-contemporary design. The objects that it creates
are not only well crafted long lasting
premium and beautiful gifts but also
deeply tied to its values of personal
identity, memory and imagination.

> Reselling
> Holiday gifts
> Gift with purchase
> Special events

There are many ways to apply a company identity to Moleskine objects,
from classic printing techniques to the latest technological advances.
Discover all the possibilities that BIC Graphic offers you.
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CUSTOMIZATION

Start your project, start telling your story

CHOOSE OBJECT AND SIZE

CHOOSE THE LAYOUT

Do you want a
100% customized design?
Ask for Moleskine's Ad
hoc projects and create
a unique edition.
CHOOSE YOUR
PERFECT MATCH

CHOOSE
THE COVER
COLOUR

ENRICH WITH DETAILS
ADD PAPERBAND

SCREEN PRINTING

DEBOSSING

As it can replicate
almost any colour,
therefore we use it for
the printing of logos
and corporate colours.

The elegant and discreet
effect of this print technique means we can
maintain the original
colour of the notebook.

Full-color reproduction
of text and images,
photographic quality.

PERSONALIZE

HOT STAMPING

OFFSET

This technique offers
a surprising result,
allowing very elegant
metallic finishes.

Technique available
for personalised
paper bands.
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MOLESKINE® WORLD

A LEGEND ON THE MOVE
The Moleskine® notebook is the heir and successor
to the legendary notebooks used by artists and
thinkers over the past two centuries: among
them Vincent van Gogh, Pablo Picasso, Ernest
Hemingway and Bruce Chatwin. It has held the
sketches, notes, stories and ideas that would one
day become famous paintings or the pages of
beloved books. In the mid-1980s the notebook
that Bruce Chatwin nicknamed “Moleskine®”
became increasingly scarce and then disappeared
completely. In 1997, a small Milanese publisher
brought the legendary notebook back to life,
choosing this literary name to revive a remarkable
tradition of creativity and self-expression.
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MOLESKINE®
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
You can identify a Moleskine® Notebook
by the following elements:
> Elastic closure
> Ribbon bookmark
> Inner pocket made of cardboard and fabric
> Rounded corners
> Front endpaper with “In case of loss” notice
> Hard cover
> Ivory-coloured paper, FSC certified

MAKE YOUR EVENTS
ON THE MOVE

FOR EVERY OCCASION!

Your brand will be associated with:

> Brand identity activities

> Imagination: Moleskine® notebooks are open
platforms for creativity; great artists have drafted
their ideas on them!

> Media

> Personal identity: A Moleskine® notebook becomes
an integral part of one’s personality. It’s a compact
and intelligent tool that helps to convey our
personalities, expressing our interests and tastes.

> Internal communications

> Conferences and congresses
> Training
> Corporate gifts
> Incentive programs

> A cultural icon: A Moleskine® notebook ties its owner
to a heritage in art, literature and culture at large.
> High quality: Moleskine® notebooks follow a careful
process of manufacturing with a quality finish.
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CLASSIC NOTEBOOK

POCKET 9 X 14 CM

HARD COVER - 962236

Front endpaper
with ‘in case
of loss’ notice

Classic and
elegant

A pocket notebook,
an ideal format to
carry everywhere!

Inside
pocket
2

1

8

6

25

2

Other options under request:
LAYOUTS

SOFT COVER
COLOURS

Minimum order quantity 25 u.

HARD COVER

Customization:

COLOURS

A SP: max. 1 col.
B DB/HS: max. 1 col.
C BP: 4-colour process
D DG: Paperband, CMYK
Check MOQ and prices

C

A

D

A

88 x 138 mm
60 x 110
mm

40 x 40
mm*
330 x 55 mm

B

14 cm

A

50 x 50
mm

50 x 50
mm

9 cm

1,5 cm

*The position or height of the printing areas may vary. Please request further information.

Interior pages:
192

Printing techniques:

962236

Ivory-coloured 70 g/m2 paper

(SP) SCREEN
PRINTING

(DB)
DEBOSSING

(HS) HOT
STAMPING

(DG) 4-COLOUR
PROCESS

(BP) britePixTM
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CLASSIC NOTEBOOK

LARGE 13 X 21 CM

HARD COVER - 962237

SOFT COVER - 962239

Inside
pocket
2

Front endpaper
with notice

HARD COVER - 962237

1

10

3J

2

SOFT COVER - 962239

25

6

2

3

2

Minimum order
quantity 25 u.

Other options under request:
HARD COVER / SOFT COVER

Customization:

COLOURS

A SP: max. 1 col.
B DB/HS: max. 1 col.
C BP: 4-colour process
D DG: Paperband, CMYK

LAYOUTS

HARD COVER
COLOURS

Check MOQ and prices

Hard cover large
962237
C

A

D

A

120 x 206 mm
95 x 170
mm

60 x 40
mm
445 x 55 mm

B
70 x 70
mm

13 cm

70 x 50
mm

21 cm

A

1,5 cm

Soft cover large
962239

A

90 x 150
mm

B

D

60 x 40
mm
445 x 55 mm

70 x 70
mm

21 cm

A

13 cm

Interior pages:
192

962239

240

962237

Ivory-coloured 70 g/m2 paper

Printing techniques:

(SP) SCREEN
PRINTING

(DB)
DEBOSSING

(HS) HOT
STAMPING

(DG) 4-COLOUR
PROCESS

(BP) britePixTM
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CLASSIC NOTEBOOK

X-LARGE 19 X 25 CM

X-Large format
for your great ideas!

HARD COVER - 943735

Minimum order quantity 25 u.
A

Customization:
A SP: max. 1 col.
B DB/HS: max. 1 col.
C DG: Paperband, CMYK

100 x 150
mm

B

70 x 70
mm

A

C

25 cm

100 x 50
mm
480 x 55 mm

2

19 cm

Other options under request:

Interior pages:
96

943735

Ivory-coloured 70 g/m2 paper

HARD COVER / SOFT COVER
COLOURS

Printing techniques:

LAYOUTS

Check MOQ and prices
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(SP) SCREEN
PRINTING

(DB)
DEBOSSING

(HS) HOT
STAMPING

(DG) 4-COLOUR
PROCESS

CAHIERS JOURNAL

LARGE - 962238

Minimum order quantity 100 u.
Customization:
A SP: max. 1 col.
B DB/HS: max. 1 col.

A

B

80 x 120
mm

60 x 60
mm

21 cm

Cardboard
cover

13 cm

2

Last 16 sheets
detachable

Other options under request:

Interior pages:
80

COLOURS

962238

Ivory-coloured 70 g/m2 paper

Printing techniques:

LAYOUTS

SIZES

POCKET

Check MOQ and prices

XL

XXL
(SP) SCREEN
PRINTING

(DB)
DEBOSSING

(HS) HOT
STAMPING
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SMART WRITING SET
967996

Pen + Ellipse, ergonomic
design that fits the design
of the paper tablet

NCoded technology allows texts
and drawings to be digitalised
via the pen, transferring it
to the screen directly
2

The Paper Tablet uses invisible Ncoded
technology embedded within each page,
which enables the Pen+ Ellipse to recognize where it is within the notebook and
to transfer all your freehand notes from
page to screen in real time. It allows you
to smoothly digitize, edit, organize and
share handwritten notes and sketches
made on the move, for seamless integration between paper and cloud.

Other options under request:
COLOURS

LAYOUTS

Check MOQ and prices

Minimum order quantity 1 u.
Interior pages:
176

14

967996

100 g/m2 paper

NEW

BUSINESS BACKPACK
UNDER REQUEST

Trolley strap + hidden
security zipper

Your mobile workspace.
Boost productivity on the move.
Created for anyone who spends a lot
of time traveling, this hardworking
backpack features practical pockets
and copartments to store and secure
documents, devices (up to 15”), notebooks, writing tools, cables, chargers
and whatever the owner needs to stay
connected, inspired and up-to-date
on the move.

Minimum order quantity 8 u.

42 cm

2

Easy-access pockets
for small items

29 cm

14 cm
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PASSION JOURNAL

Unique gift to document your interests and life’s key moments

UNDER REQUEST

UNDER REQUEST

WINE

WINE
JOURNAL

TRAVEL

Write your own
wine guide

TRAVEL
JOURNAL

Your best travel experiences
all in one place

Other options under request:

RECIPE
JOURNAL

BOOKS
JOURNAL

WELLNESS
JOURNAL

Minimum order quantity 16 u.
BABY
JOURNAL

WEDDING
JOURNAL

Interior pages:
400

Check MOQ and prices
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70 g/m2 paper

NEW

Images are for visual representation only.
We reserve the right to change product configurations at any time.

